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Patricia Cornwell delivers the newest engrossing thriller in
her high-stakes series starring medical examiner Dr. Kay
Scarpetta.
Depraved Heart: “Void of social duty and fatally bent on
mischief.”
—Mayes v. People, 806 III. 306 (1883)
Dr. Kay Scarpetta is working a suspicious death scene in
Cambridge, Massachusetts when an emergency alert sounds
on her phone. A video link lands in her text messages and
seems to be from her computer genius niece Lucy. But how
can it be? It’s clearly a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost
twenty years ago.
As Scarpetta watches she begins to learn frightening secrets
about her niece, whom she has loved and raised like a
daughter. That film clip and then others sent soon after raise
dangerous legal implications that increasingly isolate
Scarpetta and leave her confused, worried, and not knowing where to turn. She doesn’t know whom
she can tell—not her FBI husband Benton Wesley or her investigative partner Pete Marino. Not even
Lucy.
In this new novel, Cornwell launches these unforgettable characters on an intensely psychological
odyssey that includes the mysterious death of a Hollywood mogul’s daughter, aircraft wreckage on
the bottom of the sea in the Bermuda Triangle, a grisly gift left in the back of a crime scene truck,
and videos from the past that threaten to destroy Scarpetta’s entire world and everyone she loves.
The diabolical presence behind what unfolds seems obvious—but strangely, not to the FBI. Certainly
that’s the message they send when they raid Lucy’s estate and begin building a case that could send
her to prison for the rest of her life.
In the latest novel in her bestselling series featuring chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta,
Cornwell will captivate readers with the shocking twists, high-wire tension, and cutting-edge
forensic detail that she is famous for, proving yet again why she’s the world’s #1 bestselling crime
writer.
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Run Away
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1406238792/run-away.html

A perfect family is shattered in RUN AWAY , the new thriller from the master of domestic
suspense, Harlan Coben. You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an
abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by
chance, you see her playing guitar in...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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The First Lady
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601830/the-first-lady.html

In James Patterson's new stand-alone thriller, one secret can bring down a government
when the President's affair to remember becomes a nightmare he wishes he could forget.
Sally Grissom is a top secret service agent in charge of the Presidential Protection team.
She knows that something is amiss...
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Celtic Empire
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1347595433/celtic-empire.html

Clive Cussler, "The Grand Master of Adventure," sends his intrepid heroes Dirk Pitt and
Al Giordino on their wildest, boldest mission into the ancient world, unlocking
extraordinary secrets and solving hideous crimes. Another fabulous read from the most
beloved series from the #1 New York...
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Educated
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1234069825/educated.html

#1&#xa0; NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL,&#xa0; AND &#xa0;BOSTON
GLOBE&#xa0; BESTSELLER&#xa0;•&#xa0;NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY&#xa0; THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW &#xa0;•&#xa0;ONE
OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS...
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The Hypnotist's Love Story
http://media.woobooks.info/us-499942700/the-hypnotist-s-love-story.html

A&#xa0;“sharp and funny romantic tale” ( O, the Oprah Magazine )&#xa0;from the #1
New York Times bestselling author of&#xa0; Big Little Lies &#xa0;and Nine Perfect
Strangers . Ellen O’Farrell is a professional hypnotherapist who works out of the
eccentric...
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Bad Blood
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1332351059/bad-blood.html

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER •&#xa0; NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY: NPR, &#xa0;The New York Times Book Review , Time , Wall Street Journal,
Washington Post • The McKinsey Business Book of the Year &#xa0; The full inside story
of the breathtaking rise and shocking...
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